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Chapter One 

Essie’s Birthday 

Farrendel trailed after Averett, Julien, and Edmund as they walked the muddy paths 

between Winstead Palace and Buckmore Cottage, six inches of snow covering the ground except 

for the shoveled walks. He walked around an icy puddle, adjusting his grip on the box he carried, 

which was filled with what looked like gaudy streamers, ribbons, and bows. “Is all of this really 

necessary?”  

He could not imagine that Essie would enjoy coming back from her shopping trip with 

Paige to find their parlor covered in an explosion of tacky decorations.  

“Very necessary.” Averett grinned, hoisting his own box of decorations higher.  

“Twenty-one is a very important age for humans.” Julien’s own grin crossed his face, and 

he shot a glance at Averett. “After all, Avie became king at twenty-one. It’s a big deal, being old 

enough to legally inherit anything.”  

“But the decorations? And the surprise party?” Farrendel hurried past Essie’s brothers 

and opened the door to the cottage.  

“Yes, it is entirely necessary.” Edmund pushed past Farrendel and headed for the parlor. 

“She likely already knows Paige is keeping her distracted from something, so I doubt it will be 

much of a surprise. But the amount of effort we’re going to definitely will be a surprise. We have 

done elaborate birthdays before, but not since her eighteenth birthday.”  

“That was only three years ago.” Three years did not seem like a long time between 

celebrations. Elves rarely made a big deal about birthdays, celebrating only the hundred year 
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marks if they ever bothered to even do that much. When one lived to nearly a thousand years, 

one did not mark the passing of each year so carefully.  

Julien and Averett walked inside, then Farrendel followed after them. Savory smells 

filled the cottage while the sounds of sizzling food, bustling people, and murmuring voices came 

from the kitchen, where Miss Merrick, the chef from Winstead Palace, and a whole horde of 

cooking staff prepared the birthday feast and cake.  

Definitely a room Farrendel was going to avoid until this was all over. Too many people 

in what was usually his quiet cottage retreat in Escarland.  

Instead, he hurried into the parlor after his brothers-in-law. There, Averett had already 

dumped his box of decorations out in a jumbled heap on the floor.  

Resisting the itchiness from such chaos, Farrendel set his own box on a chair and started 

sorting through it, making neat piles of each item. Julien joined him, and together they sorted 

through everything from their two boxes.  

By the time they finished, Edmund and Averett had already started on the decorating, 

haphazardly looping garlands and affixing bows to every imaginable surface. It did not look 

particularly pretty, but what did Farrendel know of the human custom of surprise birthday 

parties?  

Essie’s mother bustled into the room. “I thought I would check…” She stopped short, 

taking in the room, her hands on her hips. “This is a disaster. I knew I shouldn’t have put the four 

of you in charge of decorating.”  

Farrendel grimaced, taking in the explosion of mis-matching streamers and ribbons. This 

was awful.  

Edmund grinned, raising an eyebrow. “Would you rather we helped with the cake?”  
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“No, of course not.” Essie’s macha turned in a circle as if taking in the chaos again. Then, 

she shrugged. “Oh, well. If this is the look you’re going for, then let’s embrace it. Avie, drape 

that garland over the lamp. Edmund, that chair only has one bow tied to it. Tie a few more on, 

and make sure they are as lopsided as possible. Farrendel, drape a few garlands from chandelier. 

I think you’ll be able to reach if Julien gives you a boost.”  

Farrendel stared up at the fancy chandelier hanging from the twelve-foot-high ceiling. 

The candles had been replaced with gas lighting at some point. “Will not the garlands catch on 

fire?”  

Macha waved away his concern. “Just make sure you keep the garlands well away from 

the flames.”  

It still did not seem very safe to him. But as an elf, he was particularly conscientious 

when it came to fire. What he would not give for a few enchanted elven lights instead of the gas 

lighting.   

Farrendel picked up one of the garlands and turned to Julien. “Ready?”  

Julien grinned and knelt on one knee. “Just like practice.”  

Farrendel stepped onto Julien’s knee, then onto his shoulders. Julien gripped Farrendel’s 

feet—a gesture that was unnecessary for Farrendel to keep his balance, but Julien did not know 

that—and slowly stood. Farrendel had to sway back to avoid getting a face-full of chandelier, 

and he crouched to avoid hitting his head on the ceiling when Julien straightened to his full 

height.  

“It’s a good thing you’re such a light weight.” Julien stood steady underneath Farrendel’s 

feet, though he smirked at Averett. “This would be a lot harder with Avie on my shoulders.”  
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Averett straightened from where he had been affixing a ridiculous bow to one of the 

pillows. He puffed out his stomach. “Are you saying I’m getting fat?”  

“Sitting behind a desk all day isn’t doing you any favors. You should cut down on the 

snacks.”  

“You would snack too if you had to read through as much paperwork as I do in a day.”  

Farrendel ignored Averett and Julien as he looped the garland over the lowest tier of the 

chandelier, careful to keep the sparkling garland well away from the flicking gas flames. The last 

thing he wanted to do was burn down his and Essie’s home here in Escarland. Especially now 

that they both loved it so much.  

When he was finished, he did not wait for Julien to lower him. Instead, he jumped off 

Julien’s shoulders, performed a front flip, and landed lightly on the carpet.  

Not even Essie’s mother commented on his elven acrobatics. Perhaps they were too 

engrossed in over-decorating the room. Or, maybe, they were so used to him that his agility no 

longer surprised them.  

“There.” Averett tied a bow in a ribbon he’d fastened around one of the legs on the settee, 

then he stood, dusting off his hands. “I think that’s the last of it.”  

It had better be. Farrendel took in the room. Every surface, piece of furniture, and wall 

hanging was draped in garlands, festooned with bows and ribbons, and overflowing with fake 

paper flowers, often paired in clashing colors. It was absolutely hideous…and Essie would 

probably love it. She had a thing for quirky, and she would likely find the awful decorating 

hilarious.  
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As Averett faced Farrendel, his expression sobered, his eyes going a strange mix between 

assessing and compassionate. “We usually hide behind the couches, then jump out and yell 

surprise when Essie walks into the room. Will that be a problem for you?”  

Loud, sudden noise created by people jumping out of hiding. Farrendel shuddered. Yes, it 

would definitely have been a problem if he had been in Essie’s place, walking in on something 

like that.  

But now that he was forewarned and would be one of those doing the hiding and 

surprising, he thought he could handle it. Probably.  

Not meeting Averett’s gaze, Farrendel nodded. “Yes. I will be fine. But I appreciate the 

warning ahead of time.” He finally managed to glance up. “Essie will like it?”  

He could not imagine anyone liking such a surprise. But this was Essie. She’d found the 

surprise of getting married in two days an adventure rather than panic-worthy.  

“Yes.” Averett gave him a single, firm nod as if to reassure him.  

“Like I said before, she’s probably half-expecting it already, given the way Paige is 

currently keeping her distracted in Aldon.” Edmund shrugged, flicking a stray piece of one of the 

garlands from his shoulder. “We’ve done this before, after all. Surprise parties are a common 

human custom.”  

Macha stepped closer to Farrendel, her eyes soft. “But my sons will curtail their 

exuberance if needed.”  

Averett, Julien, and Edmund shifted a bit, and Julien’s murmured, “Yes, Mother” was not 

sarcastic but genuine.  

Farrendel drew in a deep breath, hating that the breath still held a hint of a shudder from 

his tension.  
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He wanted to experience the full human custom, and he did not want his panic to hold 

Essie from any enjoyment of this birthday. Since she and Farrendel would live so much longer 

than the rest of her family, she would only have a relatively few birthdays to celebrate with them.  

That could be the reason her family was going so overboard with the excessive 

decorations, the massive cake, and the surprise party. They, too, felt the shortness of the time 

they had left with Essie before she would live the rest of her rather long life—by human 

standards—without them.  

“I will be fine.” Farrendel put as much firmness into those words as he could to convince 

Essie’s family of the truth of them.  

Still, he made a note to fetch the moss ear plugs that he wore on the noisy Escarlish train 

as soon as he could so that he would have them ready when the time for the surprise came.  

This was Essie’s first birthday since she and Farrendel had married. He didn’t want to 

ruin it for her.  

 

Essie was going to lose her voice from so much talking and laughing with Paige. It had 

been pleasant, spending so much time with her sister-in-law, even though she could see right past 

Paige’s attempts at distraction.  

Now, as they strolled toward Buckmore Cottage, Essie struggled to keep the tense 

anticipation from breaking across her face.  

Paige glanced at her, then she shook her head. “At least try to act surprised at your 

surprise party.”  
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“That won’t be hard. I always jump when the entire family leaps out of hiding.” Essie 

grinned and reached for the door handle. After a moment to school her expression, she opened 

the door and stepped inside.  

The main floor of Buckmore Cottage remained gloomy and dark. Suspiciously so. The 

gas lighting had been turned down as low as the flickering flames would go without turning them 

off entirely.  

It was unlikely they would hold the party in the kitchen or the upstairs. Essie turned and 

headed into the parlor.  

She stopped short. Gaudy garlands, lacy ribbons, and lopsided bows festooned every 

surface, including the chandelier overhead.  

No sooner had she taken in the decorations than Averett, Julien, Edmund, Mother, and 

the nephews Bertie and Finn leapt out from behind the couches and chairs, yelling “Surprise!”  

Essie jumped, unable to help herself even though she had been expecting it. Then she 

laughed, shaking her head. “Look at this room. It looks like the decorations boxes threw up in 

here.”  

Across the room, Farrendel peeked over the back of one of the couches with the sheepish 

glance of someone who has missed his cue and wasn’t sure how to remedy the situation in a 

dignified manner.  

Bertie and Finn raced forward, slamming into Essie’s legs. “Auntie Essie!”  

She hugged them, still laughing. Out of the corner of her eye, she could see Farrendel 

slowly straighten, brushing himself off, before he tiptoed around the couch as if hoping no one 

would notice he hadn’t jumped out with everyone else. At least he didn’t seem panicked. Just 

sheepish.  
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The rest of the evening passed in a quick, wonderful blur of laughter and talking with her 

family. They ate a sumptuous meal and stuffed themselves with cake. Her family gave her a 

whole bunch of small gifts with their large gift being a painting of the family for her and 

Farrendel to hang in Estyra.  

It was late by the time her family packed up and returned to Winstead Palace, though 

they left all the decorations in place. Except for the garland on the chandelier that Farrendel 

insisted on taking down before Julien left.  

As the door closed behind her family, Essie sank onto the couch, shoving a beribboned 

pillow out of the way. “Whew. What an evening.”  

Farrendel flopped onto the seat next to her, resting his head on the back of the couch. He 

pulled the moss from his ears. “Your family is even louder when they are celebrating.”  

“I don’t think that should surprise you.” Essie took his hand, but she was too tired to 

move more than that.  

“No.” Farrendel tilted his head toward her. “Are you awake enough for one more 

surprise? I have yet to give you my gift.”  

She had noticed he hadn’t given her anything, but he wasn’t the type to make a big 

production out of giving a gift in front of her family. “Of course I’m awake enough for that.”  

Farrendel shifted, but he did not fully straighten from his slumped position on the couch. 

“Well, I cannot actually give you my gift since it is back in Estyra.”  

“Oh, really?” Essie smiled at Farrendel, wondering what he had gotten her that he would 

leave it back in Estyra.  

“Yes. It is rather…attached to our rooms there.” Farrendel’s smile twitched, a hint of 

mischief twinkling in his eyes.  
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“Do you want me to try to guess?” Essie fake-frowned at him. “I’m too tired for guessing 

games.”  

“It’s something you mentioned you wanted in Estyra.”  

Essie rubbed her aching eyes. What had she wanted in Estyra? She tried to sort through 

all her memories, but given the way Farrendel latched onto even the smallest details, it could 

have been a throwaway comment that she said, then promptly forgot.  

Farrendel’s smile took on even more of smirk. He pushed slightly upright, twisting to 

face her. “I got you a bathtub.”  

That woke her up. “What? Really?”  

“Yes. I ordered a copper tub from here in Escarland and left instructions for installing it 

in our rooms in Ellonahshinel.” Farrendel was full-on grinning now. “And they are adding 

handrails on the branch up to our rooms and all the staircases in our suite.”  

“Really?” Her voice went up an octave with her excitement. She flung her arms around 

him and hugged him.  

Handrails and a bathtub? He was spoiling her. Best birthday ever.  
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Chapter Two 

Farrendel’s Birthday 

“A 106th birthday is a ridiculous birthday to celebrate.” 

Essie grinned at Farrendel where he sat cross-legged on a cushion on the floor in the 

center of their main room in Estyra. The morning sunlight dappled the floor around him since, of 

course, elves would hold a birthday party in the morning rather than evening. “You didn’t 

complain over the festivities for my birthday.”  

“But that was your birthday.” Farrendel shrugged, staring at the floor. “And it was a 

culturally significant birthday. I would understand celebrating my hundredth birthday. We did 

that. But celebrating a 106th birthday is just…excessive.”  

He was just nervous about being the center of attention. That was where this was coming 

from.  

Essie sat on the floor across from him and touched his cheek, waiting until he met her 

gaze. “I know. And I’m sure your family won’t go all out every year. But I think they need to 

celebrate. You came so close to never seeing this birthday. That’s what they’re celebrating—

what I’m celebrating.”  

The unease softened. Farrendel took her hand. “Linshi, my shynafir.”  

He wasn’t completely beyond his anxiety, but he was getting there.  

Essie grinned and squeezed his hand. “Just be glad I convinced Weylind not to go a full 

surprise party route. Who knew he would find our stories about my surprise party so 

fascinating?”  
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Weylind had been enraptured by her descriptions of a human surprise party. Thankfully, 

he had seen the sense in having a not-surprise party for Farrendel instead. He wasn’t going to 

take everyone jumping out and yelling surprise all that well, nor were elves really inclined 

toward the whole hiding and shouting thing.  

When she glanced up, a branch outside their window was waving frantically back and 

forth. As she watched, a second branch joined it, dancing wildly to get her attention.  

Essie laughed and pushed to her feet. “Your non-surprise party is ready. Come on. Just 

don’t look down, all right?”  

They had one rather large surprise for Farrendel, but hopefully it was the kind of surprise 

he would like. A non-loud, non-startling one.  

Farrendel pushed to his feet, still looking more wary than excited. But he took her hand, 

and she didn’t catch him peeking down as they left their main room.  

Essie trailed her fingers along the new, safe handrails on either side of the stairs to their 

treetop bedroom. Instead of entering, they walked around the porch with its added spindles in the 

railing making it seem more secure, before they took the smaller branch to the lift.  

The lift was shaped like a gazebo, dangling from a very sturdy elven rope. Over the past 

months, Farrendel had upgraded it with a hand crank to raise and lower it instead of the simple 

rope and pulley mechanism, making it easier for Essie to take the lift to go into Estyra.  

Essie gestured to the crank in the center. “If you would, please.”  

After they stepped inside, Farrendel gripped the handle of the crank and started lowering 

them. It took a few minutes for the lift to descend. Then it clunked into something wooden, 

settling onto a platform.  
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Farrendel’s forehead scrunched, and he had likely heard the minute difference in the 

sound compared to the old platform.  

Essie held out her hand again. “Will you be all right if I ask you to close your eyes for 

this next part?”  

He hesitated a moment, his gaze searching her face. After a moment, he nodded and 

squeezed his eyes shut.  

It was an act of supreme trust in her. She wasn’t going to let him down.  

“No peeking.” She tried to keep her voice light. Gently, she tugged him forward, stepping 

off the lift onto the new platform built into the roof of the new building grown onto the forest 

floor. “There’s a set of stairs in front of us. Here.” She guided his hand to the handrail.  

Some of the apprehension lifted as a smile curved the corners of his mouth. “Handrails.”  

“Of course.” Essie led the way down the stairs, both of them running their hands over the 

handrail.  

When they reached the forest floor, Essie tugged Farrendel into position in front of the 

new building. His family stood clustered in front of the building, grinning. Weylind was 

downright beaming, and even Jalissa seemed to have pushed through the malaise that had 

plagued her for months.  

"Your family is here. I don’t want their presence to startle you.” Essie still held his hand 

in the human way, their fingers clasped.  

“I can sense them.” Farrendel kept his eyes shut, and some of his tension eased.  

“Of course he can.” Weylind was as close to bouncing on his toes in excitement as a 

dignified elf king ever got.  
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“All right. Open your eyes.” Essie held her breath. She knew Farrendel would like it, but 

somehow she was nervous all the same.  

Farrendel opened his eyes and blinked. Then, he went rigid, his eyes widening. “What is 

this?”  

“Your new workshop.” Weylind gestured to it. “For doing your—what did you call it?—

mechanical engineering. Machasheni, Jalissa, and I built it.”  

The workshop was a grown out of saplings, their twigs dotted with the early spring buds 

that would turn into leaves. As all elven buildings, it was airy and elegant, beautiful in the way it 

created wall and a roof out of living trees.  

Weylind was still grinning in a way Essie had rarely seen. “Go ahead. Go inside.”  

Farrendel remained silent as he walked forward and opened the door.  

Essie kept her grip on his hand, just as curious. She had yet to see inside, since she had 

been tasked with keeping Farrendel distracted while his family worked.  

Inside, the building held only one room. At the moment, it was empty of cabinets or 

furniture. Only a few crates sat in the center of the room.  

Farrendel let go of her hand and turned in a slow circle, still silent.  

Behind Essie, Farrendel’s family filed into the workshop. Jalissa bit her lower lip, hiding 

in the corner. Ryfon and Brina glanced between Weylind and Farrendel, as if not sure what to do.  

Weylind gestured to the crates, then the walls. “We did not furnish it yet. We figured that 

you would want a say in the layout.”  

Farrendel had yet to say a word.  

Essie approached him and rested a hand on his arm. “Do you like it?”  

When he finally turned to her, a slow grin spread across his face. “This is perfect.”  
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That was all it took for the flood gates of his chatter to open. Farrendel started talking 

non-stop. Weylind and Jalissa set to work building a workbench across the back wall beneath the 

window, flanked by storage cupboards above and storage beneath. More cabinets filled the left 

hand wall, including the cold cupboard that Rharreth and Melantha had sent.  

Once the storage cupboards were built, Essie pitched in with the others, unpacking the 

crates of gears, mechanical parts, and tools she had ordered from Escarland, as per Lance 

Marion’s instructions.  

Partway through the day, elven servants provided lunch while Miss Merrick delivered a 

cake. They all paused for munching. Ryfon and Brina seemed especially enamored with the 

Escarlish dessert, though none of the others said no to a piece. Essie had to school her features so 

she didn’t laugh at seeing Farrendel’s dignified family sporting blue tongues thanks to the 

coloring in the icing.  

It turned out even better than she had imagined while planning this.  

 

By the time Farrendel’s family left, the sun glowed golden orange through the trees.  

Farrendel sat cross-legged on the workbench, sorting the boxes of nuts and bolts into the 

dividers grown into the drawer he had pulled out below him. 

So many drawers and pegs and shelves where he could perfectly organize everything. It 

made something inside him giddy to see all those tools neatly lined up in the drawers.  

Essie leaned against the workbench, smiling. “So was it worth celebrating your 106th 

birthday?”  

He glanced up, grinning so broadly his face hurt. “Yes. Linshi.” A worry stabbed into 

him. “Did I remember to thank my family before they left?”  
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He could not remember. Everything had been a blur of activity after the first surprise.  

“Yes. Several times.” Essie planted her hands on the workbench, bounced on her toes, 

then boosted herself onto the workbench, sitting next to him. “I’m never going to see you 

anymore, am I?”  

“You will know where to find me.” Farrendel touched her cheek before he leaned 

forward and kissed her.  

He was not sure he could express how much this new workshop meant to him. By 

building it, his family had shown their support for his new pursuit of mechanical engineering. 

Essie had showered him with love by tracking down all the items to stock the workshop.  

But, most of all, it was a new sanctuary for him. His rooms had become just as much 

Essie’s space as his. And while he did not mind sharing with Essie, he had lost a space where he 

could be alone when needed.  

This workshop gave that back to him.  

Essie kissed him back, making him thankful his family had, finally, left.  

When he drew back, he searched Essie’s gaze. The understanding in her eyes made him 

think that, perhaps, she knew just how much he had needed this sanctuary to call his own.  

 

 

 

 

 


